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 The first stage of the criminal investigation; where the gender was unclear but not in a derived way: 

point to the fact that the perpetrator is a male, is cognized either through self-exploration and-or 

through education/in formation 

even from the reverse 

side of combat enactment: 

i.e. enforced awareness 

into actually knowing  

what has been done wrong 

… is cognized  

Of the perpetrator’s gender; cognized by now the perpetrator itself; yet this is not the gender the 

perpetrator wants to regularly portray despite identifying with the gende[r].  

 

Identification here of course  

is based on development context; and so may not always be connecting to sign of elevated development.  

[The Key of Elevated Development] 

   On feeling reflection 
The interactions of investigation process: reminiscent of former work.  

 

Part Two. Library Studies, continued 
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[a] One, having discovered definition: a slight difference for from example reading comprehension, and 

or book, material comprehension-analysis; in library studies: noticing the material at least contemporary 

and application, significance. 

Advisor Comprehension Source Citation: Klee (art book) describe the front cover in regular analysis 

Jose Maria Faerna, (cited, additionally p. 5 from text), Paul Klee’s Parallel Universe 

121417 

  Why define “Library Studies” when a definition already exists or might exist; or more than definition.  

Citing the Advisory source above redefining something to add at least one additional definition to 

perhaps an already working term: creates perhaps as referencing again the citation: a Parallel … 

(something),  

Next; main source citation: Save as Draft, Cavanaugh Lee 

Things to notice:  
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[image above from main cited text] 

p.4 (main, source citation):  

in most normal and normal here just means regular email programs: 

the “Re:” would be added onto each time [at this point in time; which of course includes library studies 

as a noticing into the conception of actual history, and her[e]  the history of computer grammatics and 

reality creation] the email was responded to, after the first “Re:”  

    Considering that 

Prompt response and entry into system; an email system being a reality that an objective Being interacts 

with and to some extent directs; email script and interaction with is an almost an alternative reality 

with/as a pseudo-hosting to who might be communicated  with; and this is only in usual context of email; 

may be similar to inviting somebody to dinner: and asking them only a few questions regarding a specific 

context:  [the generic usually starter of email communication; until perhaps another not necessarily 

sequential climb stage in familiarity is reached] 
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While interacting with the atmosphere space of dinner for some, time to enable … ?  

An example, includes: 

Instead of your own home; you’re at a restaurant where you’ve invited somebody ; the area you’re 

seated in: perhaps rather your table: is a prompt within certain limitations, until you order or something; 

aligning  

That space of reality to meet your needs, rightful, preferences, etc. 

Once before or after who you and now the sub-space of the restaurant: are hosting; you order  

The wait-staff or who-ever receives  

The order is 

The equivalent  

Of hitting 

The “send” 

Or “send”-like button in email alternative reality.  


